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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

This chapter concern with some basic literatures review related to the study. They 

consist of five points. First is teaching writing, second is writing using “writing 

fun”, third is teaching in junior high school, and the last is reviews the previous 

study. 

 

2.1. Teaching Writing 

States by Fuller and Whitaker in Walcot (2006), Successful experiences in 

writing are produced when the writer is automatically able to spell words, 

handwrite or word process, and use appropriate vocabulary and genre knowledge. 

So teaching writing goal is students are able to produce writing in good form in 

structure, words focus and vocabulary. 

In teaching English as foreign language, writing has three main phases 

based on stage of learners. They are: 

a. Early stage of writing 

- Proficiency level  

Low beginners  

- Skills and features of English to learn  

Use printed/cursive forms of Roman alphabet  

Learn general spelling and punctuation rules  

Use simple word, phrase, and sentence forms  
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- Materials to use  

Basic literacy materials  

Writing tasks to follow up on oral and reading exercises  

Short narratives/descriptions using Language Experience Approach  

Dialogue journals 

b. Expanded writing skills  

- Proficiency level  

High beginners and intermediate students  

- Skills and features of English to learn  

Use commonly occurring word, phrase, and sentence patterns  

Write paragraphs with topic sentences and supporting details  

Use link words to signal organization of paragraphs  

Practice techniques for pre-writing, revising, editing  

- Materials to use  

Dialogue journals  

Compositions using Language Experience Approach  

Exercises to teach organization of paragraphs  

Paragraphs of narration, description, simple logical relationships 

c. Academic writing skills  

- Proficiency level  

High intermediate and advanced students  

- Skills and features of English to learn  

Use discourse patterns expected in academic writing  
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Develop a thesis with appropriate supporting details 

Become more independent in the writing process  

- Materials to use  

Sequenced exercises to model and guide students' essays  

Writing tasks simulating assignments in subject-matter courses 

(Peace Corps, 1989) 

Other view that adapted guidance for adult English Second Language 

trainer, here technique which classify teaching writing in to two supplementary 

based on stages of learner.  

a. Advanced Learners  

- Free writing is similar to brainstorming and listing but may involve 

writing complete sentences rather than isolated words and phrases. 

- Clustering is grouping the ideas by relationship. 

- Journalistic technique asks and answers, “who, what, when, where and 

why.”  

Kirby (2008) in Peace Corps ICE 

b. Beginning Learners 

- A picture, graphic, video, or story can help generate group discussion. 

- Frequent conversational activities can promote discussion. 

- The whole class or small groups can brainstorm about a topic, with the 

teacher writing lists and word meanings. 

- Students can retell stories to partners and ask each other questions about 

their stories.  
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Based on the theories above, researcher concluded that eighth grade 

classified as expanded learners. This stage not only has to capable in structure but 

also in organize paragraph, but also competent adding items in display such as 

picture, graphic, and etc. 

2.1.1. The Process of Writing 

Stated by Walcot and Wilkie (2006: 6) The process of writing includes the 

recursive use of the cognitive processes of planning and organizing, drafting, 

revision and editing. First, planning in writing is consisting of goal setting, topic 

choice, idea generation, and selection of ideas. Second, organizing is defined 

process and product in framing text, organizing the idea, accessing and 

coordinating multiple resources. Third, drafting in writing product is about text 

generation and text production. Fourth, revision is time to read and revise text on 

a meaning level. The last way is editing, here corrects mechanical and 

conventional errors. Thus, these ways is writing process that circularly to create 

good writing.  

Furthermore, they stated that the product of text in writing should have 

items such as word focus in ideas and content, organization paragraph, voice or 

style, word choice, sentence fluency, and conventions. The process writing above 

identifies in kinds of paragraph writing, such as descriptive, procedure, narrative, 

report, and so on. 
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2.1.2. Writing Classroom Activities 

According to Homstad and Thorson (1996: 15) there are twenty categories 

of writing classroom activities: 

1. Freewrite. Students write on a given topic for 2-5 minutes without stopping 

(i.e., they are not allowed to lift their pen or pencil from the paper or make 

corrections). Freewrites are not intended to be corrected for grammatical 

accuracy. The focus is on developing fluency and processing ideas rather than 

on writing accurately. In freewriting, we shut down our internal editors and 

concentrate on generating thoughts and producing language. Freewriting can 

be used in pre-writing, processing course material, summarizing, generating 

ideas and vocabulary, etc. Freewrites can be used at the beginning of a class 

session to focus attention on the target language and the topic to be covered 

or at the end of a class session to help students process what they have 

learned in that session. Initially some students might be insecure about 

freewriting, but once they become accustomed to this exercise they often 

realize that they know more and are able to write more about a given topic 

than they previously assumed. 

2. Word Fields. Students are asked to write associations to a given word or 

topic either individually or in groups. Word fields are often constructed in the 

form of a tree. Word fields can generate meaningful vocabulary (including all 

parts of speech and common expressions) on a variety of topics and are good 

starter activities for writing longer narratives. Word fields can also be used as 

both warm-ups and wind-downs as a way to reinforce vocabulary and 
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confidence. As students expand the word associations, they may also see 

potential ways of structuring their essays. Word fields, which in many 

respects are similar to list making, differ in that the vocabulary generated 

expands in many directions, whereas lists tend to focus on specific 

vocabulary on a given topic. Word fields work well as both pre- and post-

speaking, listening, reading, and writing activities. As a pre-listening activity 

students can generate a word field around the topic seasons, for example, 

before listening to a poem or song on the same topic. As a post-reading 

activity students skim a previously-read text to find all words associated with 

a given topic, idea, or emotion in the reading assignment. 

3. List making. Students create a list of words, ideas, tasks, or priorities. 

4. Visuals. Students write a title, bubble, new dialog, description, or a story 

based on a cartoon, comic strip, or other picture. This exercise focuses 

attention on a specific task in which visual cues unmediated by the use of 

their native language motivate students to produce in the target language. 

5. Charts and Forms. Filling out charts and forms can develop or test 

vocabulary, listening and reading comprehension, and cultural understanding. 

Completing charts and forms is a good way to focus attention on producing 

correct forms of dates, numbers, addresses, and other practical information 

used on a daily basis in the target culture. Creating charts and forms is 

another way of processing and organizing course content. 

6. Spelling. Spelling activities can be used to develop and reinforce 

pronunciation, reading, and writing skills. However, instructors should be 
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careful not to place too much emphasis on spelling in the foreign language 

classroom. Correct spelling does not play any part in activities such as 

freewrites or dialog journals. One generally begins to focus on correct 

spelling only in the final editing stage of process-writing assignments. 

7. Dialogs. Students prepare dialogs for real or imagined situations. Dialogs are 

one of the cornerstones of communicative language learning. The activity of 

writing a dialog may seem on the surface so self-evident and commonly used 

that it is unnecessary to mention it here. However, dialog writing assignments 

can be varied to focus on many different aspects of language learning. 

8. Notes. Notes can be used for a variety of purposes and audiences, such as 

excusing yourself from an appointment, expressing opinions, or responding to 

another student‟s opinion as in a classroom debate. Note-taking on lectures or 

readings helps organize thoughts and highlight key ideas. 

9. Letters. Students can learn appropriate forms of correspondence through 

letter writing. Letters can be used in a variety of ways and at all levels. 

Students can write personal letters or letters to the editor, to a gossip 

columnist, or to “Ann Landers.” 

10. Description. Description can be used with any topic and at all levels. 

Pictures, objects, and texts can all be used as a basis for description. 

11. Circumlocution. This is a way of rephrasing one‟s thoughts. Circumlocution 

is a valuable skill for second language learners with limited vocabularies as it 

helps develop positive communication strategies. Rather than resorting to 

their native language (code-switching), students can learn to express 
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themselves in the target language in a roundabout way. 

12. Summaries. Summaries of texts, videos, or films can be used to check 

comprehension and to develop writing skills beyond the sentence level. 

13. Story telling. In story telling, students practice writing cohesive narratives 

with logical sequences of events. Writing stories involves practicing many 

important elements in communication: description, transition, point of view, 

interpretation, etc. As students write their own stories and review the work of 

their peers, they develop an understanding of these aspects of narration. 

14. Journals. Students conduct a written dialog with themselves, their instructor, 

or with fellow students through a journal, writing on a regular basis. This 

extensive writing activity encourages students to process classroom activities 

and learning. Dialog journals may be a vehicle for students to ask questions, 

to take risks either linguistically or personally, to raise important issues, or to 

work through difficult course material. Topics may be assigned or chosen by 

the student. The dialog journal is a place in which students can explore 

various topics and means of expression to develop fluency by writing 

extensively without fear of the instructor‟s red pen. 

15. Process-oriented/Peer-reviewed essays. Students write various drafts of an 

essay, which are reviewed by their peers at various stages of the process. 

Students bring two copies of an assigned essay to class. Working in groups of 

three, they exchange essays with their peers. Students review their peers‟ 

drafts according to criteria established by the instructor. Students receive 

comments and feedback from their peer reviewers during the following class 
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session. These comments focus on content, organization, and narrative 

structure. A second round of peer review takes place after students have 

revised their essays according to the feedback they have received. At this 

stage they begin to focus on issues of accuracy as well as continue to work on 

improving the content and organization. Students turn in their final essay 

along with all previous drafts and peer reviews. Assessment should take into 

account both the process and the final product. Process-oriented writing can 

be done at all levels. 

16. Film and Video. Film and video are valuable resources in a foreign language 

classroom because they combine visual, audio, and cultural elements. In 

addition, film is a genre in which most students are comfortable. Writing 

activities make this medium interactive, rather than allow students to be 

passive observers. The use of film and video can range from a single frame to 

a full-length feature film. 

17. Interactive computer use. Using computers has the potential to change 

foreign language education in significant ways by bringing the target culture 

closer and making communication almost instantaneous. Students and 

teachers can communicate each other electronically out of the class. Writing 

process is also facilitated by the ease of revising text on a word-processing 

program. The World Wide Web provides a good resource for students 

seeking current information on almost any topic in the target culture.   

18. Creative Writing. Creative writing assignments motivate students to explore, 

play with, and find new ways to use words and language. They encourage 
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students to expand their linguistic range. For many students, creative writing 

is enjoyable and makes them think about the foreign language in new ways. 

19. Processing Course Materials. Writing to learn activities are not only helpful 

for developing language skills, but also for processing course content. It can 

be useful for students to think through the process involved in language 

acquisition, skill development, or the learning process itself. 

20. Spiraling writing activities. It is important to not isolate any of the 

modalities in the language classroom, but to link tasks to include all 

dimensions of language learning. Writing activities, for example, can be 

important pre- or post- listening, reading, and speaking activities. 

Furthermore, writing can be used as an avenue to explore the target culture. 

Most of the writing activities described above will spiral naturally out of or 

into activities involving all other modalities. 

From classifies of writing classroom activities above, the students will 

have combination of classroom activities which included process oriented, use 

interactive computer, creative writing, processing course material, and spiraling 

writing activity. Those kinds of activities here are able to complete each other in 

writing ability of student. Deal with Fuller and Whitaker in Walcot (2006), 

Successful experiences in writing are produced when the writer is automatically 

able to spell words, handwrite or word process, and use appropriate vocabulary 

and genre knowledge. The students‟ junior high school expected to produce good 

writing, they capable to create in good display in writing. 
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2.2. Teaching Writing at Junior High School 

Teaching English as foreign language in Indonesia can reach the 

expectation based on KTSP. Teacher‟s authority on KTSP is subject on students‟ 

learning that encourages them using any media and sources to improve students‟ 

ability totally. Researcher concluded that in class, the teacher plays an important 

role because their creativity and innovative learning make students have good 

English proficiency. Based on KTSP, junior high school students are expected to 

reach ability in communicative competent in daily use. Besides abilities in English 

competence is main expectation, English also can be use to face global era. So, the 

students must be able to create a spoken and written pattern in English well. 

In junior high school, one of the aims in learning English is increasing 

communication skill in English both spoken and written pattern. Therefore, the 

teachers must be creative in teaching writing. According to KTSP curriculum of 

junior high school, especially at eighth grade, the teaching writing is as follows:  

a.   Grammar in simple present tense 

b.   Introducing texts in descriptive  

c.   Generics structure of the texts  

From the explanation above, researcher has a conclusion that teaching 

writing for junior high school students must be related to curriculum which is the 

texts focused on eighth grade is descriptive text. Blanchard and Root (1994: 57) 

purpose of a description is to create a picture using word.  

According to Stren, students at junior high school have to use any sources 

and media. Besides books, the internet is facility in learning. Teaching English as 
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foreign language should be supported by good guidance, instructional and 

facilities. Researcher concludes that the teachers have to find the way to motivate 

the students and attempt to reach the effectiveness of teaching writing activity. 

 

2.3.  “Writing Fun” strategy  

Digital literacy is the ability to understand and use information in multiple 

formats from wide range of sources when it is presented via computers (Glister in 

Schrock, 1999: 4). Writing fun is an application of digital learning that is provided 

by Jenny Eather‟s website. According to Hurt, the Internet is an electronic source 

of information and communication, and a very exciting tool for us to use. 

Furthermore, Stren (2005: 453) the Internet invites teachers to show students how 

to use it effectively. Thus, writing fun is one of strategies which are able to apply 

in classroom activity.  

Hsu (2006: 72) stated that Computer courseware in the EFL/ESL 

classroom has proved that multimedia technologies are conducive to the 

acquisition of certain language skills such as listening, speaking, reading, writing, 

vocabulary and grammar, etc. furthermore, As stated by Kung in Kritsonis and Lai 

(2006), Educators recognize utilizing computer technology and its attached 

language learning programs can be convenient to create both independent and 

collaborative learning environments and provide students with language 

experiences as they move through the various stages of second language 

acquisition. In addition, Stren ( 2005: 450) states the instructional design of the 

newer online tutorials is increasingly interactive and therefore an improvement 
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over the  traditional  textbook  instructions that operate more like a reference 

source of information than an instructional activity such as the online tutorials 

employ. Other statement based on Ting and Tai (2005: 1) the computer to help 

learners develop and elaborate their specified cognitive representation for their 

second language writing is still under explored. 

Researcher concluded that strategy in writing by using website have 

effectiveness to improve writing ability. Thus writing fun by Jenny Eather‟s 

website provided to student to use this strategy in writing classroom activity. 

2.3.1. The advantage of using writing fun  

According Ting and Tai (2005: 3) The advance of computer network and 

related information technology makes the Web-based learning as a new learning 

style. Besides the availability of Internet access allows students and teachers to 

communicate with other students and teachers and to expand their use of teaching 

and learning resources Coley (1998: 17).Another statement by Manser (2006: 24) 

The Internet provides information on almost any subject that you can mention. 

Joeng-Bae Son (2008: 34) states that the Internet is a global network of 

computer networks. Furthermore, he said that using internet provides language 

teachers with network-based teaching environments in which they can create 

meaningful tasks and use various materials for language learners. In addition the 

website can support language teachers to integrate Web resources into the 

language classroom (Son, 2007; Warschauer, 2001). 

Thus the advantages of using internet in learning activity are effectively to 

improve student ability in language learning. Especially in writing, using writing 
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fun in Jenny Eather‟s website is able to apply for student to enrich knowledge in 

language learning.  

2.3.2. Using Writing Fun by Jenny Eather’s website 

Deal with Homstad and Thorson (1996: 15) who breakdown kinds of 

writing classroom activity, Interactive computer use is one of writing classroom 

activities. Strategy here stimulates student to produce good writing. Furthermore 

Bahr, Nelson, & Van Meter (1996) in Walcot and Wilkie stated that software 

programs for writing that include word processing and provide specific tools to 

support writing, such as graphic organizers, have been identified as helping 

emerging and developing writers. In addition, Modern technology has vastly 

increased the resources available to anyone who has access to a computer 

(Manser, 2006: 24) 

The writing fun stimulates students‟ quality in text produced.  Text product 

includes words focus, tense, and style of writing. Researcher use writing fun 

strategy in improving students‟ writing ability. It provided learners to have 

capability in writing which use animation display for any sign of language focus 

that increase creativity in produces good writing. 

2.3.2.1. Step of using writing fun by Jenny Eather’s website 

There are some steps to use writing fun application in Jenny Eather‟s website. 

They are: 

1. Student browse website in addressed; 

http://www.writingfun.com/writingfun2010.html 

http://www.writingfun.com/writingfun2010.html
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After enter this website, menu displayed the instruction how to use writing fun 

application. Follow the cursor and click to text type which will be learn. For 

example; click icon descriptive text. 

 

2. Click icon descriptive text, then application running up to open application in 

descriptive text. Loading page of descriptive text give any information about 
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procedure itself. 

 

3. Entering descriptive text application. First page of application is showing text 

organize of descriptive. Explanations of all part of descriptive text include 

introduction, detail, and conclusion.  
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4. Click in icon , then points on box will disappear. On left side, 

writing fun give suggest to give items in writing display. 

 

5. Explanation of descriptive text is more complete when add the example of it. 

Click the cursor in icon number beside icon example in the application. 

 

6. Click cursor in descriptive text tips in right side of page; first click icon 
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, so in paragraph box will show what the icon‟s function in block 

of color what icon means. 

 

7. Second click icon , so in paragraph box will show icon‟s function 

in blocked color. 
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8. Third click icon , so in paragraph box will show icon‟s function in 

blocked color. 

 

9. Fourth click cursor in icon , so in paragraph box will show 

icon‟s function in blocked color. 

 

10. Fifth click the cursor in icon , so in paragraph box will show any 
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word in focus that showed in color block. 

 

11. Sixth click the cursor in icon , so in paragraph box will show what 

verb use in descriptive text. 
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12. Seventh click the cursor in icon , so in paragraph box will 

show what tense use in descriptive text. 

 

13. Eighth click the cursor in icon , so in paragraph box will show what 

writing style use in descriptive text. 
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14. For addition, user able to click icon , so in box will show the margin 

in every part organize text in descriptive writing.  

 

15. In left side of page, user gets more tips for the descriptive text. 
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16. Another example of descriptive text, user able to click icon , , , , and 

 to more detail example provided.  

 

17. If user clicks those icons, there are others example displayed. 
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18. After exploring the whole about descriptive text, user able to click icon  to 

going to menu page 

 

2.4. Review of Previous Study 

This research has related problem to previous study. The previous study is 

made by Walcot and Wilkie (2006) Teaching with “Write Brain”: Writing Software 

to improving writing ability. In “Write Brain” gives significantly result to improve 

students‟ writing ability. The conclusion here, similarities of “Write Brain” and 

“Writing Fun” is the writing software media for writing activity. The researcher is 

interested used writing software to improve writing ability. So the researcher decided 

“Writing Fun” by jenny Eather‟s website as media to improve students‟ writing 

ability. 

  


